NEXT GENERATION MPLS

network

At a glance...
• highly resilient topology
• provides peace of mind to the most risk averse organisations
• layer 2 and MPLS services with full QoS and CoS support
• connecting clients in Europe, Asia and the Americas
• low latency, jitter stable environment
• high capacity and easily scalable to meet your growth targets
• fully managed services available
• flexible solutions configured to your requirements

Converged Network Services
Domicilium’s next generation MPLS network infrastructure interconnects the Isle of Man to major Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) in
the United Kingdom in a diverse and resilient manner. The network is well established and has been designed from the ground up to
support risk averse organisations who require stringent service level guarantees.
Domicilium operate the only carrier-diverse network available on the Isle of Man providing service options from the Island across
diverse and separate submarine fibre supplied by multiple independent organisations. Available service offerings include:
1) point-to-point and point-to-multipoint MPLS connectivity from the Isle of Man to any location worldwide
2) tier-1 transit bandwidth services from London and Manchester
3)

high-end DDoS protection

4) a range of resilience options designed to meet risk profile and budget
At the heart of all our communications solutions is our resilient, low latency, switched MPLS core network which delivers services
around the Isle of Man, the Republic of Ireland and the United Kingdom. Our core network is now used by clients in seventeen
countries from mainland Europe to the Americas and Asia. The network is built around a number of strategic points of presence and
a peering strategy designed to meet the needs of the most exacting business clients.
Our network conforms to the Domicilium strategy which states “that one size never fits all”. For this reason our network is highly
configurable allowing our clients to take the service offerings which best meet their business objectives. Domicilium offer a full
consultancy service which guides clients through this process to ensure that the services adapt and scale to meet their requirements
as the business climate changes.
To find out more please contact us at
info@domicilium.com
Alternatively please call
+44 (0)1624 825278.

Essential hosting facilities in a virtual world

The Isle of Man Datacentre, Ronaldsway Industrial Estate,
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